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Some recent information on the Reach-a Cross outreach program. All of the articles (press releases) have been
written by Mandla Mangwane, the director of Reach-a Cross.

From Ant de Boer, headmaster, Southern Cross School:

“News on what has been happening recently in the Reach-a-Cross programme. Mandla Mangwane, our Reach-a
Cross Outreach director continues to do good work in our partner schools. In addition to the winter and summer
schools for Grade 12 learners he has taken the initiative to implement earlier intervention and has introduced a
Grade 10 Saturday School in order to make a bigger impact on the results of the children by the time these
learners reach Grade 12. (Short newspaper article and photos attached). This has largely been made possible by
the generous donation from the two Olifants Reserves. Thank you once again for Olifants support of our Reach-a
Cross initiatives”

Also enclosed is an article and photographs on the district Science expo held at Southern Cross earlier this month.

Of interest also is a short article and photographs of one of the environmental outing arranged by Mandla to
Klaserie.

Building Maths and Science in Our Schools
The Southern Cross Schools Reach-a-Cross Community Partnership Programme has expanded its work
to try and improve the quality of Grade 12 results from local schools. The programme focuses
specifically on Mathematics, Science and English and this year targets Grade 10 learners from the schools
that are currently participating in the Reach-a-Cross workshops. On Saturday 21 May forty learners
from previously disadvantaged schools attended the first set of tutorials offered at Southern Cross
Schools. The aim of the tutorials is to tackle challenging topics and improve the learners’ performance
with the hope of ultimately seeing a huge improvement in their Grade 12 results. The learners will also
be given career guidance in the fields of Maths, Science and Technology. The programme is coordinated
by Mr Mandla Mangwane and supported by both local and corporate sponsorship. Should you wish to
contribute to this programme which aims at improving the Grade 12 results from our area, please
contact Mitzi van Rensburg on 015 793 0590 or on raptor@scschools.co.za.
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SCS HOSTS DISTRICT SCIENCE EXPO

On Saturday 4 June the Maruleng District Science Expo was held at Southern Cross Schools. Twenty
projects were displayed from a variety of previously disadvantaged schools. The judging criteria were
based on: the scientific work and effort that went into the project; the initiative displayed and the
scientific method followed by the learner; the quality of the findings and the skills that the learner
developed. The best junior project award went to Moipane Mohlala from Diphuti Primary School for
his project titled “water pollution”. The best senior project award was won by Alfred Mmola from
Seakgotla Secondary School for his project which was titled “plants with detergents”. The winners will
participate in the Mopani Regional Finals to be held in Giyani in August. By: Mandla Mangwane - Reach-a-
Cross Co-ordinator.

ENABLING ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

On Saturday 14 May, Mr Mandla Mangwane, the Reach-a-Cross coordinator of Southern Cross Schools,
arranged for 20 teachers who participate in the Reach-a-Cross teacher support programme to
undertake an outing to the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve. The aim of the excursion was to show how
teachers in our local schools can implement aspects relating to biodiversity and that appear in the
curriculum in their teaching. During the excursion concepts such as ecosystems, food chains and food
webs were discussed and demonstrated. Each teacher received a book entitled "Biodiversity is Wow".
This resource book, which is very user friendly, clearly illustrates the importance of protecting our
earth’s natural systems. This special opportunity was made possible by the Klaserie Private Nature
Reserve providing access to their facilities and Ms Zani Kunz and Children’s Eco Training for making a
game viewing vehicle available for the day.
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